Inclusive Leadership
A Journey in Leadership Development

Who are they?
• SMCOV’s Inclusive Leadership team is led by Michael Nila, who has over 30 years of experience in the designing and delivering of transformative education.
• Michael is recognized as one of the nation’s foremost authorities in the leadership practice of great leaders and organizations.
• The Inclusive Leadership team has worked with a vast range of clients, including top corporations worldwide, military, law enforcement, government and educational institutions.
• With offerings ranging from keynotes to multi-day workshops and train the trainer certifications, Inclusive Leadership excels in leadership development, diversity education, and high performance team development.

What are their key ideas?
• Leaders will learn how to focus their time and efforts on tasks that are most important to the organization’s success, and how to get results from their people.
• Diversity training will cover topics about mission readiness, building trust, strengthening relationships, developing talent and creating high-performance team members.
• Other key topics covered include:
  o Ethical leadership
  o Preparing for change
  o Developing personal enthusiasm and passion
  o Moving beyond bias and judgement
  o Integrity, commitment and courage
  o Identifying and breaking through leadership barriers

Who would be most interested in this content?
• Top executives and leaders world wide who desire to develop their organizations by maximizing the potential and creativity of those people with which they work.
• Any military or law enforcement agencies who wish to learn how to face the range of growing demands present in society today – rising customer expectations, global competition and many more.
• Government and educational institutions will find through these courses the fundamental principles required, through a better understanding of diversity and leadership skills, to achieve higher levels of success and performance.
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